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PRESIDENT’S COLUMN PRESIDENT’S COLUMN

We are now hopefully just days away
from warmer weather, dry roads and
the formal start of spring. It will be
nice to see green again.
I wish to take this opportunity to
thank our past board members and
region chairs for their commitment
and efforts over the last two years on
behalf of the Red River Region. Also
we wish to welcome new board
member Eleanor Milne as the club Secretary.

One last observation, if you have been by the new Porsche
Centre on Kenaston, the piles are in the grade beams are in
place with the foundation and as soon as weather allows we
should start to see the above ground growth of the main
structure.
Happy motoring!
Dennis

Our Vice President, George Derwin, will be attending the
annual Zone 10 meeting in Des Moines, Iowa in March. This
meeting prepares all club executives for the coming year’s
activities. One of our board members participates in these
meetings each year, which provides a great opportunity to
spend time with other board members from all our Zone 10
regions. National executive members attend also and provide
a great deal of insight of all that goes on at the PCA level.
As many of you know we have several events already
planned for the year but always welcome your ideas and
suggestions for new activities.
As some of our Snow Birds are beginning to make their way
back to Winnipeg, it’s now warm enough for me to have
coffee with my car in the garage as it runs to circulate oil
and start burning off the treated winter gas. With a little luck
we will all be burning off the old gas before the end of the
month on the roads. In any event the first outdoor cars and
coffee is scheduled for Saturday April 18, from 10am until
noon at DeLuca’s on McGillivary west of Kenaston.
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On the Cover... Behind the scenes at the Porsche
Experience Center Atlanta. Photo by George Derwin.

If you know someone who owns
a Porsche, why not ask them to
join the Club?
Contact Membership Chair
Malcolm Hinds at
(204)488-9622 or at
Membership@redriverpca.org
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EDITOR’S COLUMN

EDITOR’S COLUMN

Netflix recommendation for readers
wanting something to watch in the
waning days of winter...FORMULA 1:
DRIVE TO SURVIVE.
A collaborative effort between the
streaming company and Formula One
itself, the first season of the docuseries
took viewers into the cockpits of the world’s most exotic racecars
in full HD - but better still, gave real insight into the workings of
Formula One from the perspective of the lesser-known teams on
the grid. These teams, perhaps to a lesser extent than Mercedes and
Ferrari, are really in a “drive to survive.” Their hard-fought battles
in the midfield of the grid make for some fascinating viewing.
The first season of Drive to Survive covered the 2018 season, but
didn’t include content from top teams Mercedes and Ferrari as
they had declined to participate. However, I think the series
actually benefitted from this as more time could be devoted to
drivers and teams farther down the grid, and the dynamics of these
relationships were certainly fascinating to watch. In particular, the
two episodes covering the collapse of the Force India team into
administration (bankruptcy) resulting from the legal problems of
its owner, Vijay Mallya, and the subsequent rescue and rebranding
of the team by Canadian billionaire Lawrence Stroll were
incredibly interesting.
And at the end of February, Season Two dropped, covering the
2019 Formula One season and this time, with the involvement of
both Mercedes and Ferrari. Rather than unfolding chronologically
through the race season, this season’s episodes each concentrate
on the experience of one team throughout the year. Motorsport
magazine describes the Williams episode, which “features one of
the series' great moments, as Technical Director Paddy Lowe
nervously approaches [team boss Claire] Williams as she arrives.
At first she ignores him, before turning round to give him a look so
icy you feel like half of Catalunya might freeze over. These kind of
moments are simply not captured in a typical race weekend
coverage and ultimately make the series a very worthwhile
watch.”

Advertising Rates
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Advertisement fees are payable in advance
of publication.
Please contact the Treasurer at
treasurer@redriverpca.org

Business Card....................$25
Quarter-Page...................$50
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Full-Page.............................$200
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Looking forward to it!
Dallas
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WHATCHA

DOIN’
THIS SUMMER?

THE SHED photos by Tim Woodcock

Keep Saturday July 11 free for a road trip down to
Warroad, MN to visit THE SHED, window
manufacturing magnate Bob Marvin’s private auto
museum featuring over 100 vintage American cars.
While the emphasis is certainly on mid-century
muscle, there’s plenty here for enthusiasts to drool
over. Stay tuned for more details on the trip as the
summer draws nearer...
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In early summer we’ve planned an overnight drive to Hecla
Resort and Spa at Gull Harbour, with dates and a block of rooms
confirmed for the club. The date is Saturday May 23, returning
to Winnipeg on Sunday May 24. We have a block of King
rooms reserved. We had 14 members indicate their interest at the
February meeting and have had 15 rooms set aside - this can be
expanded to 20 if necessary. You can book your room now - the
rate for a King room is $150 per night plus taxes. Call central
reservation at 1-877-355-3500 or 204-279-2041 and mention
Red River Region PCA.
Hecla photos by Lakeview Hotels/Tripadvisor.com
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Experience of a Lifetime

Story and photos by George Derwin
In January of this year, I had an opportunity to visit the Porsche
Experience Center in Atlanta, Georgia (there is a similar facility
in Los Angeles), which features an advanced driving course that
allows you to push the envelope and test the driving limits of a
Porsche.
The Porsche Experience Center is located at One Porsche Drive
in Atlanta, which makes it a pretty easy place to find on the map.
When you first enter the Center, be prepared to answer a lot of
security questions. However, once you get past the security
check points, you are free to wander throughout the entire stateof-the-art facility from top to bottom. You can observe vintage
Porsches in the process of factory restoration in the mechanical
shop. There is an entire floor where the completed restoration
projects are placed in display until such time as the owners are
able pick them up from the facility. There are evidently some
serious collectors who spare no expense at restoring their
vehicles to showroom condition.
The main floor is a museum adorned with high end race cars and
historic Porsches. Many of these cars are familiar looking, as
many of them are featured in Panorama magazine.

Nurburgring-record-holding Porsche 919
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On the second floor is a simulator lab that features 20 famous
racetracks from around the world. In the lab, you can pick a
car you want to race and the track you want to race on.
Because the computer models performance characteristics of
the car, right down to the sound of the particular engine, some
Porsche models were quite challenging to drive.

The Personal Design Studio is where you can custom design
your car. There is a bank of paint samples, upholstery types,
and other trim options that you can choose from.

If you want to do the driving circuit at the Center, an
appointment is necessary. In addition, it is important to
book well in advance due to the high demand to drive on
the course. There is no shortage of people lined up to
drive the cars. The 90 minute driving experiences range
in price from US$350 - $1,000 for a session, which
includes a one-on-one driving coach.

On the day I attended the center, the weather was too cold
to take out the turbos. I took out a brand new 911 Carrera
GTS on the course, and it did an admirable job tearing up
the track. The GTS was packed with power and had
impressive handling characteristics. Quite frankly, the GTS
was truly thrilling to push to the limits.
The 1.6-mile circuit Handling Circuit is designed to
emulate a rural road. The circuit is not a race track. The
circuit has narrow road shoulders (as you would find on a
country road) and steel Armco barriers (as you would find
on a twisty highway). The circuit has numerous tight turns
that permit you to test out the speed and agility of the car.
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The Dynamics Area is a combination of three
experiences: a drag strip, a precision braking
experience and a slalom course. Using the launch
control, you accelerate as possible go before
running out of track and having to hit the brakes
in a precision stop. In reviewing the owner's
manual, you are warned that “Launch Control is
designed to be used in a controlled environment
on closed circuit driving courses where no
vehicle cross traffic or pedestrian traffic is
present.” The slalom course featured eleven
traffic cones spaced eighteen meters apart. Slalom
driving was fun once you got into the rhythm of
throwing the car side to side while slowly
increasing your speed.

Kick Plate

The Low Friction Circle is a circular polished concrete surface
with water jets continuously spraying on it. The goal of this
exercise is to throw the car into a controlled drift and then
control the car in a continuous circular drift. Only half the
drivers are able do the Low Friction Circle because it is quite
challenging to keep the car in a controlled drift. Fortunately, if
you are from Manitoba, then drifting is almost second nature to
you.

The Kick Plate experience involves driving onto an epoxytreated surface with water continuously spaying onto it.
The wet surface is quite slick, and is similar to the icy
conditions you would find in the winter. Upon entering the
surface at around 22 to 30 mph, a moveable plate
underneath the track surface violently throws your car into
a spin situation. You then have to regain control from the
spin. Your driving coach encourages you to look at where
you want the car to go and to turn the steering wheel that
way. Each time you enter this area, the kick plate
randomly throws the back end of the car either left or right.
To further complicate the driving conditions, a barricade
suddenly pops out of the ground in front of you. Not only
must you regain control of your car, but you also have to
take immediate evasive maneuvers to avoid hitting the
barricade. The purpose of this exercise is to train drivers to
adequately handle loss of control and simultaneously
avoiding objects on the road. The computer-actuated
barricade automatically retracts back into the ground so it
is impossible to hit it (even if you tried). Your driving
coach will warn you that it is fairly common to experience
motion sickness unless keep your eyes fixed on the
horizon.

The Low-Friction Handling Circuit is a polished concrete track
with a slippery surface. The purpose of this track is to teach you
how to handle a car during extreme understeer conditions.
Again, anyone familiar with Manitoba winter driving knows
that you simply hit the gas in order make the rear wheels fishtail
through the tight turns.

...continued on page 10
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by Andy Tighe

photos by the author except where credited
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When the driving is over, you can stop for an elegant fine dining
experience at Restaurant 356, or you can enjoy the more casual
Carrera Café. Both restaurants overlook the track.
Adjacent to, and with a great view overlooking the Porsche Centre,
is the Kimpton Overland Hotel on 2 Porsche Drive. The Kimpton
Hotel has an awesome Porsche store in its lobby, featuring the very
latest toys from Porsche Design. The entire hotel, and even in the
rooms, is decorated in Porsche themes. If you plan on staying near
the Porsche Experience Center, you can't get any closer than this
place.
1964 Aston Martin DB5
If you ever find yourself in Atlanta, take the opportunity to visit the
Porsche Experience Center. It is a great experience!

Restaurant 356

Kimpton Overland Hotel
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Story by Bernard Harfield

Photo by Bruce Tait

BILL 17

This change will affect the rights of every MPI claimant and
should be a concern to all motorists. However, it is of great
concern to owners of collector and specialty automobiles.
The stories are all too numerous of people having difficulty
in arriving at a fair settlement from MPI without having
skilled representation in negotiation. Claims on collector or
specialty automobiles are relatively few (witness MPI's
extremely favorable loss ratio on the Collector Vehicle
Program) and it is understandable that MPI's claims staff
may not all be experts in evaluating collector, specialty and
rare automobiles. Consequently, the right for claimants to
The Manitoba Government has introduced Bill 17 to amend the
engage an expert in the field to represent their interests is
Manitoba Public Insurance Corporation Act.
extremely important, particularly as recourse to the courts is
denied.
The intent of this amendment is to make the claim adjudication
process easier and more efficient for MPI by removing the right of a Since the Manitoba Government controls the automobile
insurance under a monopoly, the Government must accept
claimant to be represented in a disputed settlement.
responsibility to ensure the rights of the public are protected
Currently, in the event of a dispute the claimant has the right to
appoint an expert representative to negotiate a settlement with MPI. and not sacrificed in the interest of expediency.
Another consideration in all of this is the fact that MPI is
If they re unable to come to a satisfactory conclusion then the
NOT obligated to use any information taken found an
claimant's expert and MPI select an independent umpire to finally
resolve the dispute. Bill 17 will change this. The existing process of automobile appraisal. The use of secondary insurance is
highly recommended at this time, more so than ever in the
negotiation would be replaced by a “tribunal” in which one
past.
individual adjudicator, appointed by the Government, will be the
sole arbiter of disputes. The claimant is makes their case in written The Manitoba Association of Automobile Clubs (MAAC)
has agreed that action must be taken to prevent Bill 17 from
form, then the decision of this adjudicator is final! There will be
moving into law. These actions will include and may not be
no opportunity for discussion or negotiation nor any recourse to
limited to retaining legal counsel, taking legal action, a
appeal. The adjudicator is said to be independent but “the
corporation” may provide administrative and clerical support to the social media campaign to raise awareness as well as
lobbying activities. One thing we could all do is to contact
claim dispute tribunal. This casts considerable doubt on the
our respective MLAs and voice our opposition to Bill 17.
independence of the tribunal.

to Amend MPIC Act

Full text of Bill 17 can be found at http://web2.gov.mb.ca/bills/42-2/b017e.php
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By Dallas Ewen

Discounted rates for Red River Region PCA Members
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SERVICES
PAINT PROTECTION FILM
WINDOW FILM
WINDSHIELD FILM
PAINT CORRECTION
CERAMIC COATINGS
PAINTLESS DENT REPAIR

RETAIL

WHOLESALE
INFO@VPSCANADA.COM

DISTRIBUTION

SEBASTIAN

Getting to know...

SELVER

Interview and photos by Dennis Duncan
In the Red River Region of PCA, we have a wide diversity of
members from many walks of life. We do also have a member that
stands out for a different reason. The people who are car collectors
or car club members that most of us know tend to be in their midlife years and seem to have an abundance of grey hair. However,
RRR member Sebastian Selver has belonged to the Club since July
2018 - and most notably he is not in his 50's or 60's.
I had the opportunity to have a conversation recently with Seb to
find out how he came to be a Porsche owner and club member at
such a young age.
Seb says, “it started about age 14 while I was still in school.
Around the time I began working part time at Speedworld, the
indoor karting track owned by PCA members Mark and Briget
Sawatsky.” He briefly had some interest in Japanese cars but that
quickly changed to German products. Sebastian was also
influenced by his Dad Scott's love of Volkswagens, in particular the
air cooled variety. Seb says, “I've always been around cars ever
since I was brought home in my Dad's 1973 Beetle.”
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So after starting work part time Sebastian began searching for
a Porsche and concentrated on looking for affordable 911s. It
took awhile but eventually a car was found in Victoria, BC – a
metallic grey 2002 911 Carrera. At the time Seb was in grade
eleven in high school and just turned 17. “I saved for three and
a half years to be able to buy the car.” After purchasing the car
on June 9, 2018 Seb and father , Scott, drove the car home to
Winnipeg.
Sebastian's friends Mark and Briget introduced him to PCA
and the Red River Region; he joined PCA Red River Region in
July 2018 and has been a regular attendee at our club meetings
ever since. Seb is also interested in performance driving,
including track days at Gimli, as well as tours.

“In the future, club tours and travelling to Porsche
Parade will be in my plans depending on work
schedules.”
Currently Sebastian is employed at the Porsche Centre
of Winnipeg , where he also maintains his 911. He has
had to do some repairs to the ignition system and
recently added a new set of Michelin tires to get the car
is ready for the weather to change and get on the road.
When asked why he chose Porsche, Sebastian said “it's
simple, Porsche just does everything right.”
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KEEPIN’

COOL
By Bradley Brownell / flatsixes.com

Get it? Cool. Like on ice.
Last weekend at Zell am See in Austria the second of what will
hopefully be an annual ice racing party, GP Ice Race, went off
without a hitch.
Twenty-six-year-old Ferdinand "Ferdi" Porsche was a major
driving force behind the event, hoping to create the kind of
enthusiasm for this event that his ancestors have created for the
Porsche brand. The folks behind Luftgekühlt hosted an evening
party, where Ferdi had these words to say about how the whole GP
Ice Race thing came into being last year.
“The GP Ice Race is the baby of a friend of mine, Vinzenz
Greger, and me. During our time at university, we could never
work out why it seemed like so few of our generation were as into
motor sport as we were,” he explains. “And then, one time when
we were in Zell am See to do some skiing, we were looking at the
spiked tyres of my father's [Porsche] 550 from when it competed
in ice racing. I knew a little about the races that had been held
here years ago – but not much and I couldn't think why it had
been so long since they had been last held.
We started by talking to Hans-Joachim Stuck and Richie Lietz,
asking what it would take to hold the race, whether people would
come and so on. Then we met the mayor, the people from the
local tourism authority and the Austrian Motorsport Federation
and it all started to come together. Eighteen months later, the first
GP Ice Race happened. We didn't expect all that many people to
turn up, so were really surprised when a few thousand did. I
guess the motor sport community is quite a tight one, and always
looking for cool new things …
18

Story by Damon Lowney Photos courtesy Porsche

We've already been blown away by what's happening
this year. Look at this – we've got Luftgekühlt here in
little Zell am See. We've got competitors coming to my
beautiful town, my family's home for the last few
decades, from all over the world – even one from New
Zealand.”
This event has legitimately become one of the most
exciting mixes of vintage and modern racing and road
cars in the world. If you think about it a little bit like a
smaller Goodwood Festival of Speed but on ice, you've
kind of got the right idea. There are manufacturers
bringing cars out of their museums that haven't been
seen in an age, plus collectors shipping cars from all
over the world to participate. And then there are the
sheer number of incredible drivers who come out to join
the event and hoon some incredible cars around on the
ice.
This one has definitely been added to my bucket list.
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Porsche Parade 2012 - Salt Lake City, Utah

Photo by Bruce Tait

NEW ADDRESS

75 ARCHIBALD STREET
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CLASSIFIEDS
Classified ads are free to Red River Region/PCA membersfor items personally owned or sought
by the member. No commercial ads.Ads must be 60 words or less and must include name and
email address.One picture may be included per ad. Ads may be edited for space or content.
Members may place multiple ads, but please be respectful of newsletter space by keeping your
ads relevant to the Club audience. Deadline for classified ad submission is the 15th of the month
prior to publication. Ads will run for one issue and may be renewed. Terms of sale and all other
aspects of any transaction are the sole responsibility of the transacting parties. E-mail your ad to
newsletter@redriverpca.org.

WANTED: 1973 911 rear window “to borrow”
Working on a 911 project and require a rear
window to use to make a mold for a custom
window. Will negotiate reasonable fee for the use
of your window.
Contact Rod at kilncannon@gmail.com

NEW Genuine PORSCHE
OEM Charge-o-mat Pro
Battery Maintainer
PORSCHE Tequipment OEM
Charge-o-mat Pro Battery
Maintainer and Charger, Model No.
95804490071. The maintainer is still
SEALED in its original Porsche clear
bag as received from Porsche
Winnipeg, and has not been opened nor used. $250

Please contact Jason at jrba@mymts.net.

Set of 4 Porsche center caps
off 20" Carrera S wheels.
From Rhodium Silver 2014 Boxster
981.
$125.00 perfect condition
Les Duncan, duncanleslie3@gmail.com
204-799-5261

Bridgestone Potenza RE 050A
265/35ZR19 (94Y)
DOT EJN7 N-1 Treadwear 140, 5/32"

CAR STORAGE SPACE in warehouse.

Traction A, Temperature A

Location: 310 Sherman St. (Winnipeg,MB)

Wear is even, no cupping or bulges. Single tire only.
Asking $125. Email Vern: snowbal@mymts.net

986 Boxster front bumper cover. Silver front bumper
cover, from 2003 base Boxster, fits any base Boxster 9904. Excellent condition, no cracks, includes grill inserts.
.Asking $400, would consider trade for GoPro or similar
dash cam of equivalent value
Call Mark @ 204-794-4688 or email black986@shaw.ca

Porsche Wheel for sale
Specs are 8.5 J X 18 H 2
ET-52
Fits 993 & 996 Models, Came
off of a 1999 911 (rear)
Asking $250 obo.
Call Rob @204-510-3272

Heated/alarmed/gated $100 per month
Contact: Luca Essig
luca.essig@outlook.com or 204-890-2021

PORSCHE Giant wall calendars. Years 2009-19
available - each new in original box with protective sleeve
and collector coin. Perfect to complete your collection or
to decorate your garage space or man cave. Back page
shows all models and tech
specs in German and English.
$99 each.
porscheclub@mac.com

PORSCHE 911 Gt3 slot-car set by
Porsche Design. Made available
exclusively to select dealers many years
ago. Digital driving, includes two
exclusive cars. Brand new, doubleboxed.
Perhaps the only new set left in the world! $999.
porscheclub@mac.com

DON’T BE SHY!
We’d love to hear about you and your passion for
Porsche! Email the Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org
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President
Dennis Duncan
President@redriverpca.org

Vice-President
George Derwin
Vicepresident@redriverpca.org

Treasurer
John Sobczak
Treasurer@redriverpca.org

Secretary
Eleanor Milne
Secretary@redriverpca.org

Past President
Gord Favelle
Past-president@redriverpca.org

Membership
Malcolm Hinds
(204) 488-9622
Membership@redriverpca.org

Special Events Chair
Helmut Waedt
Specialevents@redriverpca.org

New Member Events Chair
Dale Milne
Newmembers@redriverpca.org

Webmaster
David Breed
Webmaster@redriverpca.org

Librarian
Lloyd Richardson
Historian@redriverpca.org

Newsletter Editor
Dallas Ewen
Newsletter@redriverpca.org

Julie Bailey
316-655-4058
racylacy944@yahoo.com

Meeting Schedule
Regular Club meetings occur on the first Wednesday of each month commencing at 7pm.
Please feel free to come earlier for food and fellowship before the meeting.
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If you have an article and or photos you would like to submit for publication in Red River Ramblings,
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